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Background: In patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), infection is a major cause of morbidity and mortality. Influenza is one of the most common infectious diseases which can be prevented in a certain degree by vaccination, while in fact, influenza vaccination rates of SLE are really low in China.

Objectives: To investigate the influenza vaccination rate of SLE patients and the reasons for nonadherence to vaccination. To evaluate beneficial effects and safety of influenza vaccination.

Methods: A cross section study was performed among patients with SLE regular follow-up in Distinct HealthCare between June 1 and November 31. Vaccination status and influenza infection condition were surveyed. Demographic information, clinical features and laboratory characters were collected and systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index (SLE-DAI) was documented.

Results: 109 SLE patients were recruited, including 42 immunized with trivalent or quadrivalent split virion influenza vaccine and 67 non-vaccinated. There were no significant differences in demographic and clinical characteristics (p>0.05). The influenza vaccination rate was 38.5%. Influenza infection rates in the vaccinated and non-vaccinated were 7.1% (3/42) and 23.9% (16/67), respectively, with statistic difference (p<0.05).

Reasons that non-vaccinated patients reported for nonadherence included that patients with connective tissue disease (CTD) were also predisposed to IFD. However, few researches were designed to focus on invasive mycosis (IM) in patients with CTD.

Objectives: To investigate the clinical features and associated factors of IM in patients with CTD.

Methods: A retrospective study CTD was performed. Demographic and clinical data were recorded. Associated factors were analyzed by logistic regression analysis.

Results: A total of 32 patients with CTD were included. The incidence of IM was 0.5% in patients with CTD (3/691) and the highest in patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis (AAV) (7/480, 1.5%). Molds were isolated in 20 sputum specimens (20/29, 69.0%). Aspergillus spp. (81.3%) were the leading strain. Positivity of serum G-test and GM-test was 47.8% (11/23) and 34.6% (9/26), respectively. GM-test was positive in BALF from seven patients. Lung was commonly involved (30/32, 93.8%), Pulmonary nodules (46.7%) and cavitory lesions (36.7%) were common. Ten patients died (31.3%), including three with AAV (42.9%) and seven with SLE (36.8%). Multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that lymphopenia odds ratio (OR) =3.28, 95% confidential interval (CI) 1.29-8.38, and median-to-high dose of glucocorticoid (GC) [OR=3.40, 95% CI 1.04-11.13, P=0.04] was associated with IM in patients with CTD. Patients with lymphopenia experienced higher risk of co-infection (50.0% vs 0%, P=0.01) and mortality (45.5% vs 0%, P=0.01) compared with patients with normal lymphocyte count.

Conclusion: IM tended to develop in patients with AAV, resulting in high mortality. Sputum culture could be an effective and non-invasive method to diagnose IM. Lymphopenia, and median-to-high dose of GC are associated with IM in patients with CTD.
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Background: DVT (deep venous thrombosis) is the most common form of vascular Behçet Disease (VBD). Post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) developing after a thrombotic event in lower extremity is the most important complication of DVT and affects negatively patients’ quality of life.

Objectives: We aimed to assess presence, severity and risk factors of PTS and venous disease specific quality of life in VBD

Methods: This study included 96 BD patients (Female/Male=18/78, median age: 38.8±8.74) with DVT from 3 tertiary Rheumatology centers in Turkey. When vascular involvement developed, mean age was 32.7±8.65 (female: 35.4±10.7; male: 32.0±9.8; p=0.005) Viliatta scale is used to assess PTS and according to scale; PTS is present if score >4 and degree of PTS mild, moderate and severe if score 5-9, 10-14, >14 respectively. The Venous Disability Score (VDS) and the Venous Clinical Severity Score (VCSS) were used to assess quality of life.
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